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ABSTRACT
Use of Wi-Fi-capable mobile handheld devices is gaining momentum in uni-
versity campuses. In addition, students often work as a group to perform
collaborative tasks on campus. Consequently, there is a demand for group
communication applications in mobile devices and a need to provide middle-
ware support for such group communication over mobile wireless networks.
This paper presents three common grouping scenarios as observed in uni-
versity campuses. We then present data dissemination strategies for these
grouping scenarios. We concentrate on update based applications such as
file repositories, version controlling systems and calendar. Hence, we present
protocols for short message dissemination such as control messages and up-
dates. We evaluate the effectiveness of the protocols through an Android
based middleware implementation as well as simulations. Our experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of the protocols in real life scenarios.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Description
Handheld mobile devices that are Wi-Fi-capable are becoming ubiquitous in
today’s world. Such devices are increasingly being used by students on uni-
versity campuses to replace stationary computers for flexibility. Often, there
is a need for students on campuses to work in small groups to execute collab-
orative tasks, for example, students working in the same class project. These
groups are usually formed amongst users who trust each other, or friends.
Such groups could make use of applications such as group calendars, group
chats and centralized file management systems [1]. However, in addition to
the problems that any distributed system introduces [2], these applications
have to meet the challenges of constantly changing topology, churn rate and
limited resources such as battery power and other limitations associated with
mobile systems [3]. In a university campus with enrollment of thousands of
students, one can see formation of thousands of groups of friends and the
potential popular use of group applications. As such, there is a need to re-
search requirements of group communication applications, the typical group
formation patterns that such groups follow and how protocols can take ad-
vantage of such patterns.
Group applications such as group calendars are characterized by the cre-
ation of an event/task, endowing editing capabilities to a group of users,
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followed by the users sending small sized update messages to the group. The
exact definition of task, users and update messages are heavily application
dependent. For example, in case of a group calendar, a user creates a group
event and adds participants to the event to update their calendars. Post this
event creation, all participants can add notes or change event details. These
changes are propagated to all participants of the event via update messages.
Thus short messages constitute majority of the network traffic in such ap-
plications. On the other hand, in case of a central file management system,
e.g., mobile SVN, one user creates a folder on a central dependable server and
permits a group of users to add, delete and modify existing files in the folder.
In such an application scenario, the update message traffic will constitute of
notifications of changes performed by users. Other users, on receiving these
notifications, can synchronize their file system with that of the server.
In this thesis, we target these group applications where updates constitute
the majority network traffic. We look into the problem of content dissemi-
nation in such applications. Specifically, we look into the problem of update
dissemination in group applications in community spaces such as university
campuses, among groups of friends. We assume a large group of potential
users of a given group application. Amongst these users, smaller groups are
formed that work collaboratively to achieve a common task. We call these
smaller groups as Friends’ Groups, since such groups are usually formed
among friends. Each Friends’ Group is thus involved in a common activity
that all participants of the group are interested in. In a Friends’ Group, any
user belonging to the group is capable of sending an update message that
should be disseminated to the entire Friends’ Group. However, all users be-
longing to a Friends’ Group may not be always available, the update should
be disseminated to all members nonetheless, with some bounded delay.
2
In an area of the scale of a university campus, with potentially many
groups being formed and using such applications, it is difficult to model
these groups into a single group formation pattern. We therefore assume the
following three group formation patterns commonly observed in university
campuses:
1. Stationary Interest-Based Group Formation, where users form groups
based on common interests and are confined to a given physical space.
2. Location-Regular Based Group Formation, where a subgroup of users
sharing common interests meet regularly at different times and days of
the week. Users have predictable movement patterns and schedules.
3. Schelling’s Behavior-Based Group Formation, where a group of users
are moving towards a common physical location, called Point Of Inter-
est from different parts of the campus.
The problem therefore now maps to ensuring efficient dissemination of up-
dates from users belonging to a Friends’ Group to the rest of the partici-
pants of the Friends’ Group, where the participants form groups that follow
either of the above three group formation patterns. Since the targeted group
applications are hosted on mobile nodes with limited processing capabili-
ties,memory and other resources, the update dissemination strategies should
be light-weight, engaging modest computing and networking resources.
1.2 Our Approach and Contribution
Given the differing characteristics of the three group formation patterns,
we believe that a single update dissemination protocol will be inefficient
at exploiting the benefits that these patterns expose for reducing resource
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consumption, We therefore present three separate protocols for update dis-
semination under the three group formation patterns. The protocols are as
follows:
1. Static Interest-based Update Protocol (SIUP) to be used under the
Static Interest-based Group Formation Pattern. This protocol is based
on electing a leader to whom every member of the Friends’ Group sends
their updates. The leader then disseminates aggregated updates to the
Friends’ Group members at regular intervals of time. This strategy
minimizes the number of messages that are being sent out in the group.
2. Location-Regular Update Protocol (LRUP) to be used under the Location-
Regular Group Formation Pattern. This protocol is based on building
a graph per user, called the Social Contact Graph Per User (SCGPU),
which, for a user Ui, given a day during a week and a time slot during
the day, returns the list of users that Ui has high probability of meeting
during that time slot of the day of the week. LRUP allows a user Ui to
resend a message to another user Uj that has not received the message
depending on whether Uj appears in Ui’s list returned by its SCGPU.
This strategy helps an update to be disseminated faster to all members
of the group, without exhausting a lot of resources.
3. Schelling’s Behavior-based Update Protocol (SBUP) to be used un-
der the Schelling’s Behavior-based Group Formation Pattern. In this
protocol, we use a predictive function to predict the number of users
reachable from a given user at any given time, enabling a user with an
update to minimize the number of times it tries to contact other users.
Group Communication and Content dissemination in Mobile Wireless Net-
works is not a new topic. However, most of the content dissemination pro-
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tocols such as [4] [5] [6]assume a single publisher of content or a content
server and several recipients of the content. In our work, on the other hand,
we assume that any user participating in an activity that a group is involved
in is capable of sending short messages to the rest of the group. Thus, we
concentrate on many-to-many message distribution paradigm rather than a
one-to-many paradigm. In addition, past research work on group communi-
cation assume group formation based on common location [7] [6]. We however
introduce the social concept of friends, where a predefined group of friends
collaborate to perform some common task. Thus groups are explicitly de-
fined, and are not formed dynamically on the fly. Although [8] does consider
explicitly predefined groups, they assume that all members are reachable
when sending out a message. However, for the Schelling’s Behavior-based
and Location-Regular group formation models, all members of one Friend’s
Group may not be reachable at a given point of time. Our protocols aim at
delivering the update to all Friends’ Group members nonetheless, with some
bounded delay.
Usually, group communication applications and content dissemination pro-
tocols assume different mobility patterns of nodes. Although there are many
existing group mobility models proposed in literature [9], we concentrate in
this work on how students, faculty and staff form groups in university cam-
puses. As such, we use the factor of human behavior to model the kind of
wireless networks that are formed. Our work can be seen as a part of the
emergent research area of human behavior in mobile devices and applications
[10]. The contribution of this work can be enlisted as:
1. We present three group formation patterns that a group of friends com-
monly follow in community spaces such as a university campus.
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2. We present three update dissemination protocols to be used under the
three group formation patterns for group communication applications.
3. We build an Android based group communication middleware imple-
menting the above protocols for use in mobile group communication
applications.
1.3 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized into several chapters that presents our work in a
step by step fashion. Chapter 2 presents the three group formation models
in an intuitive manner. It also gives an example of the kind of application
that our work is geared towards. Chapter 3 presents the system models
and other assumptions based on which we develop our protocols. Chapter
4,5 and 6 present in detail the three update protocols, SIUP, LRUP and
SBUP respectively. Chapter 7 explains the implementation and other design
decisions of the middleware. Chapter 8 enlists the results of evaluation of
the three protocols. Finally, Chapter 9 presents related work and Chapter
10 concludes the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
Before presenting the specific system model and protocols, we present in
this chapter an intuitive description of the group formation patterns that we
propose. In addition, we also give an overview of the kind of applications
that we concentrate on, and the requirements for the dissemination protocols
that we will present in later chapters.
2.1 Group Formation Patterns
2.1.1 Static Interest-based Group Formation
The first group formation model is motivated by the fact that many courses
in a university require a small number of students to work in collaboration on
assignments and projects. Such a group usually stays within a confined physi-
cal space (eg, classroom, laboratory etc.) and their mobile nodes/devices can
communicate via the wireless infrastructure mode already installed on cam-
puses. In absence of this infrastructure, the nodes may also communicate
via ad-hoc mode, since they are in close proximity to each other. Physical
movement of nodes is either completely absent or very slow. Figure 2.1
illustrates this scenario, where a group of students are confined in the space
named Laboratory and are involved in a common task. The major challenge
that such a group formation model poses is wireless access point congestion
7
in case of using wireless infrastructure, besides node interference and hidden
node problems [1]. As such, we aim to minimize the number of devices that
need to communicate with each other when designing a group-based update
dissemination strategy for such a group formation scenario.
Figure 2.1: Static Interest-based Group Formation
2.1.2 Location-Regular Group Formation
University campuses are also characterized by students frequenting certain
physical locations during specific time-slots of a day or a week. In other
words, the meeting times of a subset of students are regular in nature. For
example, in Figure 2.2, users carrying mobile nodes n1 to n10 meet at differ-
ent locations regularly during the span of a day. [11] defines regular locations
as physical locations that are frequented by a user or mobile node at the same
time slot for a certain number of days, concluding that peoples movements
are predictable. One can also observe similar movements in conferences and
office spaces. Disseminating update messages among such a group of users
8
again poses challenges of reachability.
Figure 2.2: Location-Regular Group Formation
2.1.3 Schelling’s Behavior-based Group Formation Model
According to Thomas Schelling, people with similar interests group together
[12]. We see a similar group formation pattern among users involved in a
common activity who often gather towards the same physical space dedi-
cated for the activity, also known as a Point of Interest (POI). For example,
students taking the same class on a campus gather towards the designated
classroom from different parts of the campus. The characteristics of networks
that follow such a pattern was presented in [6], which stated that the size of
the group of users or mobile nodes in such networks increases exponentially
with diminishing distances from the POI. Figure 2.3 illustrates such a group
formation pattern, where members belonging to F3 and F4 are gathering to-
wards the respective POI’s from different parts of the campus.
The major challenge here is the lack of connectivity among the users and
9
Figure 2.3: Schelling’s Behavior-based Group Formation
the dynamics of the network. Our protocol should encompass methodologies
to deal with both these eccentricities of the network.
2.2 Group Communication Application Scenario
As specified in the introduction, we concentrate in this work on mobile group
applications. These applications help a group of users achieve some collab-
orative tasks. Examples of such applications are mobile group chat, mobile
group svn, etc. As a representative application, we describe here CalTalk
(Figure 2.4), a group calendar and group chat application that was devel-
oped as part of a distributed systems class at University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign. The reasons behind referring to CalTalk as a typical application
are two-fold:
1. Group notification capabilities and group meeting schedules are some of
the important potential usages of phones that students and researchers
in academia forecast [1]. CalTalk essentially provides these capabilities
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and hence its relevance.
2. The application encompasses in its group communication functionali-
ties the typical charateristics that we concentrate on, such as update
dissemination among group members.
The CalTalk app is written for Android and can be installed as an app in any
Android supported device. It was deployed and tested on G1 mobile phones.
Its most important features are:
1. Personal Calendar View (Figure 2.5) Each user can view his/her
calendar on the phone.
2. Event Management (Figure 2.6) Every activity of a user registered in
his calendar can be considered as an event. A collection of such events
on a particular day will constitute the users daily calendar. The user
may or may not involve other users in an event. In the event that a
user involves other users to an event, the users added to the event are
considered a group. Any member of a group could edit details about
the event associated with the group.
3. Friends and Friend Management System (Figure 2.7) Each user agrees
to be friends with some or all users of the system. One can add one or
more of his friends to an event. These friends then constitute a group.
4. Consolidated Calendar view (Figure 2.8) One user could view a con-
solidated calendar of many of his friends to facilitate scheduling of an
event.
5. Group Chat System (Figure 2.9) Users belonging to a group associated
with an event could chat amongst themselves.
11
Figure 2.4:
CalTalk
Figure 2.5:
Personal Calendar
Figure 2.6: Event
Management
Figure 2.7: Friend
Management
Figure 2.8:
Friends’ Calendars
Figure 2.9: Group
Chat System
2.3 Goal of Update Dissemination
Given the group application scenario mentioned in the previous section, we
restrict ourselves to update dissemination in such applications. By updates,
we mean short messages that could either be seen as changes to be applied
to the data content of the application, or as notification of such changes. For
example, in CalTalk, updates could be addition of notes or events. We do
not consider applications such as file sharing, where larger amount of data is
sent from one mobile node to another. A single update message will contain,
among other information, the identity of the sender, a recipient list contain-
ing the identity or network IP address of the students to which the message
12
is targeted, the event ID to edit, and the changes required. Depending on the
size of the recipient list, the message size will vary. However, these groups
are usually formed between a set of friends working on the same project,
attending the same lab sessions and so on, and hence an explosive growth in
the number of members in the group is not anticipated. We develop three
light update dissemination protocols, specific to each of the group formation
models presented in Section 2.1.
Before presenting update dissemination protocols for the three group for-
mation scenarios, we provide a formal definition of the system model and our
assumptions while designing our protocols in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
3.1 Scenario
Let us consider group-based mobile applications such as group calendar,
group svn etc. We are interested in group communication and update dis-
semination under group formation patterns as observed within an educational
institution. The following discussion uses the notations specified in Table 3.1.
3.2 System Model
3.2.1 Users, Group, Friends’ Group and Activities
A user Ui can represent either an individual carrying a mobile handheld de-
vice, or the mobile device itself. A group G={U1, U2, ..., Un}is a set of all
possible users of a group application. A Friend’s Group Fg, on the other
hand, is a set of users who are engaged in a common activity A(Fg), such
that Fg ⊆ G. An activity A(Fg) represents a common task that the partic-
ipants of Fg aim to achieve collaboratively. For example, if Fg is a Friends’
Group of k students {U1, U2, ...Uk} who work on the same class project,
the class project is the common activity denoted by A(Fg) = A. Ui can
be a part of one or more Friends’ Groups. For example, in Figure 3.1,
G={U1, U2, U3, U4, U5, U6}, (F1)={U1, U2, U3, U4}, F2={U2, U3, U5} and F1 ∩
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Table 3.1: Notations
Notation Meaning
Ui i
th user carrying mobile node
G Set of all users U of the application
Fg g
th Friends’ Group
A(Fg) Activity of Group Fg
A(Ui) Activity of User Ui
M gik k
th message sent by Ui to Fg
Delay(Ui, Uj) Delay in sending one message from Ui to Uj
Li Physical location/co-ordinates of Ui
Density(Fg, Li) Density of users Ui of Fg at Li
Dist(Li, Lj) Euclidean Distance between Li and Lj
V isit(Li) Number of users that have visited Li
F2={U2, U3}. Here, U1, U2, U3 and U4 are involved in a common activity
A(F1) and U2, U3 and U5 are involved in another common activity A(F2)
Figure 3.1: Users and Group Formation
3.2.2 Application Model
We focus on mobile applications where small update messages constitute ma-
jority of network traffic. These applications are implemented and hosted on
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wifi-capable mobile devices. Such applications have the following character-
istics:
1. User Ui is part of a Friends’ Group Fg={U1, U2, U3, ..., Un}. If Ui is
a participant of Fg, it is assumed that Ui is assigned to the activity
A(Fg), that is, if Ui ε Fg =⇒ Ui −→ A(Fg)
For example, if Fg={ U1, U2, U3} and A(Fg) is a class project, users
U1, U2 and U3 are assumed to be assigned to that project.
2. If Ui ε Fg, Ui has a list of all U ε Fg called ”Friends’ List”. Every U
ε Fg is assumed to have the same group view, that is, the ordering of
users in the Friends′List is the same for all users. Since we assume
that members receive the Friends’ List from a server, this is a valid
assumption. The ordering maybe decided based on the order that a
creator of the activity added participants to the Friends’ Group, where
the creator himself becomes the first user on the list. A user identity
can be represented by a unique IP address or a unique username. We
do not deal with the problem of group discovery here.
3. Any user Ui can send a message M
g
i to a Friends’ Group Fg if Ui ε Fg.
The update dissemination protocol is responsible for delivering Mgi to
all U ε Fg
4. We assume that the group application also performs other necessary
management functionalities such as user registration, user sign-in, user
sign-out, group creation, registering to a group, deregistering from a
16
group and so on.
3.2.3 Group Formation Model
Here, we present formal definitions of the group formation patterns intro-
duced in Chapter 2. In the following discussion, Fg = {U1, U2, ..., Un}
Static Interest-based Group Formation Model
For this group formation model, we have:
Delay(Ui, Uj) < β, if Ui, Uj ε Fg (3.1)
where Delay(Ui, Uj) represents the delay in sending a message from Ui to Uj
and β stands for the threshold delay in transmission of messages. In other
words, users stay in close proximity within a physical space to participate in
a common activity.
Location-Regular Group Formation Model
Let V isit(Li) be the count of the number of nodes U that have visited
physical location Li at the same time slot over a number of days. Li is called
regular if
V isit(Li) > γ (3.2)
where γ is the regularity threshold or the minimum number of nodes that
should visit a location to make it regular. A location Li is more popular than
a location Lj, if
V isit(Li) > V isit(Lj) (3.3)
Schelling’s Behavior-based Group Formation Model
For this group formation pattern, let Li represent the physical location of
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a user Ui ε Fg. Let LPOI denote the POI for A(Fg). Density of individuals
belonging to one group increases in proximity to LPOI . Let Density(Fg, Li)
be the density of users belonging to Fg at any given location Lj. Then,
Density(Fg, Li) ∝ 1
Dist(Li, LPOI)
(3.4)
Density(Fg, Li) can also be treated as the number of users y(d) belonging to
Fg at location Li. Let d = Dist(Li, LPOI). Specifically, as stated in [6], the
reachable size of a group with respect to a given distance d from the POI is
a function of d:
y(d) = fe−bd + c, where f, b, c are constants (3.5)
Figure 3.2: Reachable Group Size Derivation
Now, let speed with which Ui is advancing towards the POI be v. Let d0
be the distance of Uk from the POI at time t0. See Figure 3.2. At any given
time t, the distance d can be written as:
d(t) = d0 − v(t− t0) = d0 + vt0 − v.t (3.6)
Replacing (3.6) in (3.5), we get:
g(t) = y(d(t)) = fe−b{d0+v.t0−v.t} + c = f.e−b.d0−b.v.t0eb.v.t + c
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Substituting a for f.e−b.d0−b.v.t0 and λ for b.v, we have:
g(t) = a.eλt + c (3.7)
The above equation thus gives the number of U ε Fg at the same location
Li as Ui.
3.2.4 Network Model
We assume that all mobile nodes are wifi-capable with a standard transmis-
sion range of 250m. The nodes are assumed to use the wifi-infrastructure
already setup in a building. The nodes can thus communicate via Access
Points of the wireless infrastructure. The update dissemination protocols
assume a peer-to-peer mobile distributed model. The group applications
assume TCP as the underlying network protocol, although, UDP with appli-
cation layer delivery guarantees could also be used.
Two users Ui and Uj are said to be reachable when Ui and Uj both can
connect to Access Points, and thus the two can communicate with each other.
On the other hand, two nodes Ui and Uj are unreachable, if either one or
both the nodes do not have access to an Access Point and thus, the two nodes
cannot communicate with each other.
We also use the following network functions for defining our algorithms:
1. send(M,Uk) : This indicates the network operation of sending a mes-
sage M to Uk. The function returns success if Uk receives M and ac-
knowledges M . It is assumed that the sender waits for a bounded time
for an acknowledgement and then declares the operation as a failure.
2. receive(M,Uk): This indicates the network operation of receiving a
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message M from Uk. On successful receiving of M , the receiver also
sends back an acknowledgement to Uk.
Figure 3.3: Peer to Peer Connectivity
3.2.5 Data Model
We assume that the network traffic consists of small update messages M gi
sent from a user Ui ε Fg, to Fg. Let M={ M g1 ,M g2 , ...,M gn} represent a set of
messages that any Ui ε Fg can send to Fg. An update M
g
i ε M is bound to
the Friends’ Group Fg. We assume that the frequency of the update messages
from one user in one time unit is bounded. In other words, if r is the rate of
messages sent by Ui ε Fg to all U ε Fg, we have
r ≤ R, r = Number of Update Messages Sent
T ime Interval
and R is the rate bound
(3.8)
3.2.6 Reliability Model
By reliability, we mean reliability of message delivery. When a user Ui ε
Fg sends out an Update Message M
g
i to Fg, ideally, we want that M
g
i gets
delivered to all U ε Fg. However, since some of our group formation models
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imply that at any given time t, all U ε Fg may not be reachable, we bound the
reliability requirements by B. Let NumReceive denote the number of users
U ε Fg who receive a message M
g
i . Mathematically, we require:
NumReceive ≥ B (3.9)
3.2.7 Scalability Model
Throughout our work, by scalability of a protocol, we imply scalability in
terms of the number of users n in a Friends’ Group Fg that the protocol can
support, given that the users bound their rate of sending update messages
to Fg by R.
Figure 3.4: Fault Model
3.2.8 Fault Model
The faults to which mobile nodes are subjected can be subdivided into two
broad categories: (a) a mobile node cannot access the Wi-Fi infrastructure,
for example, due to access point congestion, Wi-Fi unavailability and blind
spots (b) the Wi-Fi infrastructure cannot access the mobile node, for ex-
ample, due to battery drain or a mobile node being out of campus Wi-Fi
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coverage area. Since both these categories lead to unavailability of a node,
we consider unavailability as an important factor while designing our update
protocols.
3.3 Problem Description
Under the assumptions and models stated above, we now formally define our
problem. Given the three group formation models, we want to define light-
weight group update protocols in the application layer that deliver update
messages from one user to the entire group of users to which the message
is targeted. Specifically, let there be m Friends’ Groups, F1, F2, ..., Fg, ...Fm.
Within a Friends’ Group Fg, we want that an update message M
g
i sent from
a user Ui ε Fg is delivered to all U ε Fg within a time bound T and reliability
bound B, when the rate of messages r sent by Ui to Fg is bounded by R.
However, for the Group G, where G ⊇ Fg, for 1 ≤ g ≤ m, we aim at finding
update protocols for solving the following optimization problem: Given a set
of all possible protocols P , for each group formation model, we want to find an
optimal protocol p ε P that maximizes the number of update messages that
are delivered to an entire Friends’ Group, over all Friends’ Groups, subject
to certain constraints. In other words, let DeliveryG be a utility function
such that
DeliveryG =
m∑
g=1
DeliveryFg (3.10)
where,DeliveryFg =
Number of Update Messages delivered to Fg
Number of Messages sent by all UεFg
,
and, 1 ≤ g ≤ m
We want to find a p ε P that maximizes DeliveryG, subject to the con-
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straints:
Delivery time of each Message ≤ T (3.11)
Reliability of Delivery of Messages ≥ B (3.12)
Rate of Message sent by one user Ui to a friends
′ group Fg ≤ R (3.13)
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CHAPTER 4
STATIC INTEREST-BASED GROUP
FORMATION AND UPDATE PROTOCOL
4.1 Overview
In order to motivate the Static Interest-based Group Formation Pattern, let
us consider the following group behavior on campuses. When present in a
space in a group involving some common activity, the users tend to stay in
such a space for a considerable duration. As an example, a Friends’ Group
Fg of students (U1, U2, U3, ..., Un) is registered for a lab session. Let the lab
session be the current activity A(Fg). While working on assignments in the
lab session, they stay in the lab for an hour or two, depending on the length
of the lab session. In other words, this group formation and user behavior
follows Static Interest-based Group Formation Model. See Figure 2.1 for ref-
erence.
4.2 Static Interest-based Update Protocol (SIUP)
Our aim now is to present a protocol for update dissemination in a Friends’
Group that follows the Static Interest-based Group Formation Model. Al-
though a user with an update could have simply sent the update to all other
members of the group, the number of messages being sent from any user to
the entire group will be high, if we consider many updates being sent out
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from different users over a period of time, resulting in access point congestion
problems. Thus we build a new protocol for to reduce the total number of
messages that will be sent from any user Ui to another user Uj, ∀ Ui, Uj ε
Fg. We call the protocol Static Interest-based Update Protocol(SIUP).
In SIUP, given a Friends’ Group Fg={U1, U2, ..., Un}, the protocol choses
one member Um as the leader LD (1 ≤ m ≤ n). All users Ui ε Fg, i 6= m,
Ui ε Fg now send their respective update messages M
g
i to LD. After every δ
units of time, where δ is the epoch length, LD sends a consolidated update
message to all Ui ε Fg, i 6= m.
Although the leader could have sent any M gi it receives to all U ε Fg as
soon as it received it, this would not result in any decrease in the number
of messages being sent around in the group, as compared to the case when
every user sends out the updates that they have to all members of the group
individually. In fact, with the introduction of one communication point as
the leader, this would introduce a bottleneck, since the leader alone would
have to send out all the messages now.
Instead, to reduce the number of messages that the leader sends out, we
choose a period of time called the epoch period, denoted by δ, when the
leader simply waits and collects any update messages that any other mem-
ber of the group sends to it. At the end of every epoch period, or δ time
units, the leader consolidates these update messages and multicasts the mes-
sage to the rest of the group members. Note that δ affects the delivery time
of an update message. The greater the value of δ, the more will be the time
taken to deliver the message to the group. Generally, a δ value of 10 seconds
ensures that the update messages are delivered to the group members fast
enough (see Chapter 8.1).
The methodology of leader election is kept simple. Whoever created the
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activity in the application becomes a leader. For example, the user who cre-
ated a calendar event in CalTalk or the user who created a svn repository
for a project becomes the leader. The first user appearing in the Friends′
List of a user is the creator of the event, and is assumed to be the leader by
all U ε Fg. The fact that the ordering of users in the Friends
′ List is same
is helpful when choosing alternate leader in the event that the first leader
becomes unavailable, without running any leader election algorithms. This
will be elaborated a little later. Other sophisticated methodologies could be
adopted for leader election as well such as the one used in [13].
SIUP prevents access point congestion which could result if every node
tried sending its update to all members of the group. This is because SIUP
drastically reduces the total number of messages that are sent out in the
group taken as a whole. For example, consider the example shown in Figure
4.1. The group consists of five users: U1 to U5, where U1 is the leader, δ is
5 time units. U2 to U5 send updates during δ and at the end of the epoch,
U1 sends the consolidated message back to all the users. Note that SIUP
requires only 10 messages to be sent, whereas an all-to-all scenario would
result in 20 messages. One can argue that there is no incentive for the leader
spending more battery power in receiving and sending messages for the rest
of the group. However, update messages are short ( a few hundred bytes in
size) and infrequent, and are exchanged over a period of an hour or so, which
is the typical duration for which such groups meet.Thus the leader’s battery
power is not compromised to a great extent.
SIUP forces all users to communicate through a leader LD which unfortu-
nately becomes the central point of failure. The leader may fail due to various
reasons such as battery drain, or also simply because the leader walks out
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Figure 4.1: SIUP: Example
of the wireless access point range and becomes unreachable. Failure of the
leader will imply failure of the protocol. Thus, it is important to account for
a missing leader.
We define the function Leader Reset as the action of setting the user next
to the current leader on the Friends′ List as the new leader. We adopt two
strategies for dealing with the problem of missing leader:
1. If the leader notices that its battery power has reduced to less than 10%,
the leader performs a Leader Reset. It also sends a Leader−Handoff
message to all U ε Fg. Non-leaders on receiving the Leader-Handoff
message performs a Leader Reset.
2. At the end of every epoch period, the leader either sends a consolidated
message, or an empty message with no updates. This helps all users
to know that the leader is still available. If a node does not receive a
message from the leader for three continuous epoch period, it performs
a Leader Reset. Also, if a node tries sending an update to the leader
thrice and fails, it does a Leader Reset. Since all members of the group
have the same order of users in the Friends′ List, each member knows
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who the next leader is. The handoff occurs automatically here.
We present the steps to send and receive updates by the leader in Algorithms
1 and 2. The non-leader send and receive steps are presented in Algorithms
3 and 4.
Algorithm 1 Receive Message by Leader
Add message to MessageList
Algorithm 2 Send Message from Leader
if MessageList 6= NULL then
for each Ui ε G do
send(MessageList, Ui)
end for
MessageList = NULL
end if
if Battery Power < 10% then
for each Ui ε Fg do
send(Leader Handoff, Ui)
end for
Leader Reset( )
else
sleep(δ)
end if
Algorithm 3 Send Message by Non-Leader Ui
send(M gi , LD)
We opt for a push-based mechanism for dissemination of updates, rather
than a pull-based mechanism. A pull-based mechanism would imply that all
the non-leader members of the group would poll the leader periodically to
know whether there are any new update messages available. A pull-based
mechanism would be more meaningful if it was guaranteed that the leader
will have a considerable number of updates every given period. However, in
our case, since we assume that the rate of update messages is bounded, a
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Algorithm 4 Recieve Message by Non-Leader Ui
receive(M,Um)
if M is a Leader Handoff Message then
Leader Reset( )
end if
pull-based mechanism would result in many unnecessary polls. Hence, the
leader proactively sends out consolidated update messages every epoch pe-
riod.
The total time required to send a message from the leader to the rest of
the group increases if the leader has to send the consolidated message seri-
ally one by one to all users. With multicast support however, this does not
happen to pose a problem.
In case of TCP, where multicast is not yet supported, one can increase scal-
ability of SIUP(in terms of the number of Friends’ Group members that it
can support), by electing sub leaders. The sub leaders aggregate the updates
from the nodes for which they are responsible and report the updates back
to the leader. The leader then sends out a consolidated update message to
the sub-leaders who are then responsible for distributing the updates to the
nodes under them. Both the leader and the sub leaders collect messages dur-
ing their individual epoch period δ and sends out the consolidated messages
to the leader (in case of subleaders) or subleaders(in case of leader) at the
end of the epoch period. See Figure 4.2, where, sub-leader U3 is responsible
for users U1 and U2 and U11 is the leader.
This approach requires division of a Friends’ Group into subgroups of
friends, each of size k, such that every sub group reports to its sub-leader,
which in turns reports to the leader. Let the Friends′ List be of size l. The
first of these becomes the Leader. Then every k users form a sub group, and
each user sets the first user among the k users as the sub-leader. In case of
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sub-leader failure, all members of a sub group report to the next member
on the list out of the k members in a fashion similar to the Leader Reset
function. See Figure 4.2
This strategy makes the protocol scalable, since a single leader does not
Figure 4.2: SIUP: SubGroup Division
have to connect to each user. However, it introduces an hierarchy in the infor-
mation flow structure. Too much of hierarchy introduces additional overhead
in mobile systems involving parent re-elections.
Figure 4.3: SIUP: Including Sub-Leaders
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Figure 4.4: SIUP: Including Sub-Leaders: Timing Diagram
4.3 Analysis
Number of Messages
We analyse the difference in the number of messages being sent out when
every user sends an update to every other user and when the group follows
SIUP. Let us consider a Friends’ Group of n members. If each member had
an update to send, the number of messages SIUP takes to get the updates
from each user to the rest of the members of the group is 2(n− 1) messages,
n− 1 messages to get all the updates from the n− 1 members to the leader,
and n− 1 messages to get the consolidated update from the leader to n− 1
members of the group. On the other hand, if all the nodes were individually
sending messages to all other users, n(n−1) messages would be sent around.
Thus, SIUP ensures O(n) number of messages being sent out as opposed
to O(n2) number of messages in the traditional all-to-all message delivery
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protocol.
Forwarding Time
We first define the term Forwarding T ime since we will be using this term
in our analysis for all the three protocols. Forwarding T ime is defined as
the time taken for an update message from one user Uj ε Fg to reach all U ε
Fg. For SIUP, the Forwarding T ime consists of the time taken to send an
update message M gi from user Ui to the leader LD plus the time taken for
the consolidated message containing for the consolidated message containing
M gi to reach all U ε Fg.
We now put an upper bound and a lower bound to the Forwarding T ime.
As stated in (3.1), we bound the delay in sending a message from Ui to Uj
by , ∀ Ui, Uj ε Fg. Thus, the time to send a message from Ui to LD and
vice versa will be  at maximum. Let the epoch period be δ. Let an update
message be sent to LD at the beginning of the epoch period. The message
then takes  time to get to the LD, has to wait for δ time for LD to send out
the message. Let LD take time θ to send out all the consolidated messages
to all U ε Fg. (See Figure 4.5)The last message sent out takes  time units
to reach the last node. Thus, the upper bound for the Forwarding T ime is
+ δ + θ +  = 2+ δ + θ. The lower bound is + θ +  = 2 + θ, when the
update message arrives just at the end of the epoch period.
Figure 4.5: SIUP: Forwarding Time Calculation
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CHAPTER 5
LOCATION-REGULAR GROUP
FORMATION AND UPDATE PROTOCOL
5.1 Overview
By analyzing wifi and Bluetooth scans of mobile nodes being carried by
participants on mobile campuses, [11] showed that peoples movements are
predictable. In addition, [11] also pointed out that there are locations called
regular locations that people visit during the same time slot of the day during
a week. As such, people with similar interests will be visiting similar locations
and will thus be meeting regularly, during which their mobile nodes can
communicate. For example, people belonging to the same research group
are interested in a similar area of research, and a subset of them will be
attending the same classes or similar seminars.A group formation model can
be derived from this scenario as follows. Given a Friends’ Group Fg of n users,
a subset of the users will meet regularly. For example, for Fg = {U1, U2, U3},
U1 and U2 meet at 10 a.m. in the morning and then U2 and U3 meet at 2
p.m. in the afternoon. We call this group formation model the Location-
Regular Group Formation Model. In this model, an update with U1 can
be forwarded to U2 and U3 faster if we can exploit the given schedules of
users. Thus predictability in user movement and schedules can be exploited
for faster dissemination of an update to the entire group.
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5.2 User Schedule and Movement Prediction
A major question that arises for this group formation model is how pre-
dictable user movement really is. There are many user prediction systems in
literature. As a specific example, [14] uses user movement data on university
campuses to build a user movement predictor system called Jyotish. Given a
user Ui, the type of day (weekend or weekday) and a time slot t predicts (a)
Location Li of Ui (b) the continuous time period for which Ui stays at Li and
(c) set of users that Ui will contact during t. [6] showed that it is possible to
build a prediction system such as Jyotish with considerable success.
In addition, in our application scenario, one can easily share his calendar with
other members of the group. It is assumed that these members trust each
other enough to share their calendar information. For example, CalTalk can
implicitly use the aggregated calendar information to predict user movement
and the set of users that a user can contact during a specific time period.
We exploit this predictability to build an update dissemination protocol
for this group formation model, which we call Location-Regular Update
Protocol (LRUP). Prediction systems such as Jyotish or other methodolo-
gies, such as calendar sharing can be used to build a Social Contact Graph
that will be used in LRUP. We define a Social Contact Graph(SCG) as
a directed graph that stores the probability that users Ui and Uj will be
present in the same location Li at time t. Let P (i, j, t) return the proba-
bility that vi and vj meet at a given time t. Then, SCG = (V,E), where
V = {v1, v2, ..., vn}, vi = Ui, E = {eij : P (i, j, t) ≥ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,∀t}, where p
is the probability threshold. Weight of eij is represented as the set of tuples
Wij = {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), ..., (pr, tr), ..., (pq, tq)}, where pr represents the proba-
bility P (i, j, tr). An SCG−Per−Useri (SCGPUi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, represents
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a sub-graph of the SCG, such that SCGPUi=(V’,E’), V
′ = V , E ′ ⊆ E, such
that E ′ = {eij : eijεE, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}. Thus, SCGPUi contains information
about who Ui will meet given a day and time slot. For example, Figure
5.1 shows SCGPUA, where V = {A,B,C,D,E}, E = {AB,AC,AD,AE},
WAB = {(0.3,Monday11a.m. − 3p.m.)}. The weight of the other edges can
be interpreted similarly.
Figure 5.1: Social Contact Graph: An Example
5.3 Location-Regular Update Protocol (LRUP)
Since students in university campuses have predictable movement patterns,
we use the Social Contact Graph to construct an efficient update dissem-
ination protocol for the Location-Regular Group Formation model called
Location-Regular Update Protocol (LRUP). In LRUP, we assume that every
user Ui knows its own SCGPU (SCGPUi). Hence given a day and a time
slot, every user Ui knows the list of other users that it is probable to meet
during that time. The SCGPU could be computed at a central server from
an SCG of all U ε G, and then distributed to individual nodes.
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We also define a function calledGetFriendList(d, t), on execution of which,
a user Ui retrieves from its SCGPU(SCGPUi) a list Π of users that it meets
on day d during time t.
Another data structure used to limit redundant resending of a message
is the UR Vector. Let Fg have n members {U1, U2, ...Um, ...Un}. A URikg
Vector is a bit vector for the kth message from Ui to Fg, represented by M
g
ik
1
such that if
URgik [m] = 1, if Um has received the message M
g
ik
(5.1)
URgik [m] = 0, if Um has not received the message M
g
ik
(5.2)
The UR Vector is exchanged along with the update message M gik between
users to help keep track of which Friends’ Group members have received M gik .
In addition, every user Ui maintains a Message List, which is a list of M
g
ik
and their corresponding UR Vectors, URgik . All update messages that have
not yet been delivered to all U ε Fg are stored in the Message List of each
user who has received the message. The steps of LRUP at a node Ui ε Fg
performs can now be enumerated as:
1. Step 1: Π = GetFriendList(dcur, tcur) for current day and time
2. Step 2: Pick a message M from the Message List and the correspond-
ing UR Vector, UR.
3. Step 3: Check if , UR[m] = 1, ∀ m, 1 ≤ m ≤ n. If yes, discard M .
4. Step 4: If not, send the message along with the bit vector UR to all
Um, such that Um appears in Π and UR[m] = 0. Set UR[m]=1 on
1A user can send more than one update message. k is used to distinguish between
messages from the same user
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successful send.
5. Step 5: Repeat steps 1-4 for all messages in the Message List.
6. Step 6: Repeat steps 1-5 at the beginning of every time slot
To send a new update message, a user Ui simply adds the message to the
Message List with all fields of the corresponding UR Vector set to 0, since
no other member has the message. On receiving a new update message, the
message is added to the Message List. The detailed algorithms are outlined
in Algorithm 5,6 and 7. Note that LRUP is a completely distributed protocol
and is executed at each U ε Fg.
Algorithm 5 LRUP at any node Ui ε Fg
while true do
Π = GetFriendList(dcur, tcur)
while Message List contains a Message do
Pick a message M and corresponding UR Vector UR from Message
List.
for Us ε Π and UR[s] = 0 do
if send(M,U) = success then
UR[s] = 1
send(UR,Us)
end if
end for
end while
sleep till end of this time slot
end while
Let us look at a specific example. Let Fg={ U1, U2, U3, U4, U5}. In Figure
( 5.2), U1 has an update M to send to Fg. U1 sends the message to U2 and
U3 at time t1, since SCGPU1 returned them in U1’s GetFriendList(d, t1).
U1 then constructs the UR Vector UR as
11001
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Algorithm 6 Receive M at Us from Ui
receive(M,Ui)
if (receive(UR,Ui)=success then
if M is present in Message List then
Replace the UR corresponding to M in the list with the most recent
UR
else
Add (M ,UR) to Message List
end if
end if
Algorithm 7 Sending out a new update message M at Ui
UR[m] = 0,∀1 ≤ m ≤ n, where n is the friends’ group size
Add (M ,UR) to Message List
Figure 5.2: LRUP: Example
Figure 5.3: LRUP: Example
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Figure 5.4: LRUP: Example
Figure 5.5: LRUP: Example: Timing Diagram
and sends it to U2 and U3. U3 then moves to Location 2 at a different time
t2 > t1 (Figure 5.3), and its SCGPU indicates that U5 will be at Location
2 during t2. U3 thus tries resending M to U5. Since U3 was present at that
location, it receives M ,U3 updates UR to 11101 and sends it to U3. At a
later time t3 > t2 (Figure 5.4), when U3 moves to Location 3, its SCGPU
indicates that U4 will be in the same location. U3 sends M to U4, updates
UR to 11111, shares this with U4 and discards M from its cache.
The success of the protocol thus heavily depends on the accuracy of the
prediction algorithm used to construct the SCGPUs. The more accurate the
SCGPU that each user has, the faster will an update message get dissemi-
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nated to the rest of the group. Note that, it is possible to disseminate the
update messages to all users in the absence of the knowledge of user schedule,
if every user continuously senses for other users that are reachable from it.
However, we use the information stored in SCGPU in order to minimize the
number of messages sent out in the group, and hence reducing the process-
ing and networking resources that every user takes up. In addition, the UR
Vector helps keep track of which members have received the updates, and
curtails resending the same update to a user multiple times.
5.4 Analysis
Number of Messages
We analyze the complexity of the algorithm in terms of the messages being
sent. Let there be n members in a Friends’ Group Fg. Let k members receive
the message M in the initiation phase. Thus, k + 1 members have M (since
the member sending the update has the update already) and (n−k−1) mem-
bers do not have M . In the worst case, each of the k + 1 members with the
message will try and resend the message to each of the (n− k− 1) members.
Thus, the number of messages being sent will roughly be O(k(n − k − 1)).
Note that this number depends on the schedule being followed by the group
members and will widely vary from group to group.
Forwarding Time
The Forwarding Time in LRUP will imply the time taken for an update
message from a user Ui ε Fg to reach all users of Fg. It is difficult to analyze
and bound the exact amount of time that a message will take to reach all
group members, since the probability of two users’ meeting is totally depen-
dent on the schedule that they follow. However, in terms of number of hops,
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in the worst case, a message could require (n-1) hops, if the schedule that
the members of Fg follow is such that two members meet at a time, and one
of them carries over the update message to the next person that it meets.
For example, if Fg = {U1, U2, U3, U4}, and U1 has an update message M , U1
and U2 meet at t1, and U1 sends M to U2. Then, U2 meets U3 at t2 > t1
and, U2 sends M to U3. Lastly, U3 meets U4 at t3 > t2, and sends M to U4.
Thus, the number of hops required here were 3. The least number of hops
required will be 1, in the event that all the users are at the same location
and reachable from the user who has the update message.
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CHAPTER 6
SCHELLING’S BEHAVIOR-BASED GROUP
FORMATION AND UPDATE PROTOCOL
6.1 Overview
Thomas Schelling showed that people with similar interests aggregate to-
gether [12]. Schelling described the model in context of social and economic
behavior. For example, he referred to how boys and girls can get segregated
into two groups gradually and implicitly, due to the individual choices that
they make.
[5] shows the presence of such aggregation behavior in Mobile Peer-to-
Peer Networks. The authors observed that users carrying mobile nodes also
tend to aggregate toward one physical location called Point of Interest(POI),
based on common mutual interests. For example, in a shopping mall, people
with common shopping interests will tend to converge towards similar shops.
However, the aggregation here happens faster and on a smaller timescale
than indicated by Schelling. The authors then demonstrated via simulations
how content can be effectively dissipated among these users with common
interests by exploiting this behavior.
Loosely based on the above model, [6] defines dynamic peer-to-peer coali-
tion networks where co-located users are motivated to share content of mu-
tual interests while moving together towards a POI. The authors build an
adaptive content distribution protocol for the transition period, when users
move from areas with sparse density towards areas with higher density of
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users with similar interests. Figure 2.3 describes the transition behavior of
such nodes.
We also see a similar aggregative behavior in university campuses, where
students taking the same class, attending the same seminar etc., aggregate
towards the classroom or seminar-room from different parts of the campus.
These class-rooms and seminar-rooms can be regarded as the POIs , whereas
the students gathering towards the POIs as users with similar interests. Since
we assume that the students are carrying mobile nodes, this behavior helps
model a typical group formation pattern that is prevalent in university cam-
puses. We refer to this group formation pattern as the Schellings Behavior-
based Group Formation Model.
6.2 Coalition Size Function
We are interested in finding out the number of nodes that are reachable from
a given node when following the Schelling’s Behavior-based group formation
model. We will further exploit this function in the next section to build an
update dissemination protocol for such groups.
[6] gives the coalition size function for peer-to-peer networks, where users
with similar interest gather towards a POI. The authors found that the size
of the group increases exponentially in terms of decreasing distance from the
POI. As presented in Chapter 3.2.3, if d is the distance to the POI from
a user, the number of users that a node can communicate with, which is
dependent on the size of the coalition, can by given by (3.5). We further
derived how one can express the coalition size in terms of the time travelled
by a node by (3.7). For reference, (3.7) stated:
g(t) = a.eλt + c
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where, a, c are constants, λ is the proportional to the speed of the given node
and g(t) is the coalition size function or the number of nodes reachable from
a given node at time t.
[6] used (3.7) to predict the amount of data that can be available in the
network for download by a user. However, we will be using (3.7) in our update
dissemination protocol to minimize resource requirements in forwarding an
update to a group. The next section describes the protocol.
6.3 Schelling’s Behavior-based Update Protocol
(SBUP)
Schelling’s Behavior Based Mobility Pattern is characterized by a transient
dynamic pattern where all users gather towards a POI. In our application
scenario, we are concerned about disseminating any update that one user
has to all the other members of the group to which the user belongs. Since
the size of the group grows exponentially as the group nears the POI, we
use (3.7) to predict the instantaneous reachable group size from one user as
an exponential function of t. We describe here Schelling’s Behavior-based
Update Protocol (SBUP), an update dissemination protocol for use under
Schelling’s Behavior-based Group Formation.
In SBUP, a user Ui ε Fg with an update message M
g
i is responsible for
propagating M gi to all U ε Fg. We define α as the group size threshold.
Let tprev be the last time that Ui multicasted the message. However, there
were still group members that were unreachable from Ui at tprev and did not
receive M gi . Let tcur be the current time. Ui again multicasts M
g
i only when
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the following inequality holds true:
g(tcur) ≥ g(tprev) + α (6.1)
Let Gprev=g(tprev). The steps of the protocol at Ui with an update M
g
i
can be enumerated as:
1. Step 1: Compute current predicted reachable group size, Gcur= g(tcur)
using (3.7)
2. Step 2: If Gcur satisfies (6.1), send M
g
i to all U ε Fg who have not yet
received M gi , and set Gcur as Gprev.
3. Step 3: Repeat steps 1 and 2 till all U ε Fg receive M
g
i .
The detailed steps are outlined in Algorithm 8 . Let us look at an example.
In Figure 6.1, U1 has an update M at time t1, which it sends out to U2 and
U3 that are reachable. Again, in Figure 6.2, when (6.1) holds at time t2, U1
resends M , which gets successfully delivered to U4 and U5. In this manner,
U1 continues to resend M until all group members receive the message.
Ui still has to use (3.7) to predict the group size incessantly. In order
to reduce the overhead at Ui, we define ζ, the Prediction Interval (PI). Ui
uses (3.7) to predict the group size every PI and multicasts M gi if (6.1) is
satisfied. This way, Ui does not have to continuously calculate the current
reachable group size and the protocol uses less computing power, and hence
less battery power at Ui.
Ui learns the constants a, b, λ by sensing the number of group members
within its reachability during the initiation stages of the protocol,as pointed
out in [6]. The value α is experimentally set. SBUP is a completely decen-
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Algorithm 8 Send Update message M gi from Ui
Gprev = 0
while ∃UjεFg such that Uj has not received M gi do
Gcur = a.e
λt + b
if Gcur −Gprev ≥ α then
for All UjεFg such that Uj has not received M
g
i do
if send(M gi , Uj)= success then
Record that Uj has received M
g
i
end if
end for
Gprev = Gcur
end if
sleep(ζ)
end while
Figure 6.1: SBUP: Example
Figure 6.2: SBUP: Example
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Figure 6.3: SBUP: Example
Figure 6.4: SBUP: Example: Timing Diagram
tralised protocol where every user is responsible for distributing its updates
to the rest of the friends’ group members.
There were two ways that we could handle update dissemination: push-
based and pull-based. As evident from the protocol, we opt for a push based
mechanism for update dissemination, where a user with an update pushes
the update to other members of the group. A pull-based mechanism would
imply that all members of the group try to find out whether there is an avail-
able update with any other user. However, we do not opt for a mechanism
for two reasons:
1. We do not have a fixed leader here with all the updates. This means
that any member of the group could have an update. Thus for any indi-
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vidual user to keep track of which member has a new update, the user
will have to poll every member of the group that is currently reachable.
This is expensive and involves exchange of too many messages.
2. Updates in our application scenario are infrequent. Thus, constant
polling will mean wasting network and user resources needlessly most
of the times.
6.4 Algorithm Analysis
Number of Messages
To analyze the above algorithm, we consider a Friends’ Group Fg with
n members. Let Ui have an update message M
g
i to be sent to the rest of
(n − 1) members of Fg. Let k be the maximum number of rounds in which
the message is sent out. We analyse the worst case scenario here, where all
the n− 1 members of Fg receive M gi in the last round.
Since in every round, Ui tries to contact all U ε Fg, the number of messages
being sent out are k(n− 1) in the worst case. 1 However, for multicast, the
number of messages being sent out will be k, since Ui resends M
g
i once in
each round and the protocol becomes scalable.
If the other users have to send back an acknowledgement to Ui on receiv-
ing the update, the total number of messages being sent in the whole group
becomes k(n−1) + (n−1), which is (k+ 1)(n−1). However, as our Chapter
7 shows, this is heavily implementation dependent.
Forwarding Time
The Forwarding Time for SBUP signifies the total time taken to send an
1We could have limited this number by polling in the neighbourhood for reachable
nodes in an ad-hoc setting. However, we restrict ourselves to the infrastructure mode
here, and we do not use any separate polling for discovery purposes.
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update message that one user Ui ε Fg to all U ε Fg. Let Fg consist of users
U1, U2, ..., Un, at a distance d1, d2,...,dn meters from the POI respectively,
traveling towards the POI with a speed of v1, v2,...,vn in meters/sec respec-
tively. Let Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ n have an update M gi that it wants to send to all
members of Fg. As mentioned in Chapter 3.2.4, the transmission range of
each node is assumed to be 250m. Thus, for Ui to send M
g
i to any node, it
needs to be able to communicate with the Access Point installed at the POI.
The distance it needs to travel is (di − 250), and the time taken to do so is
tlower =
di−250
vi
sec. The best case occurs when, vi and di are such that, by
tlower all the other nodes have reached the POI(and thus are connected to
the Access Point), and everyone gets the message at time tlower.
Figure 6.5: SBUP: Forwarding Time Calculation
To put an upper bound to the Forwarding Time, let us consider a user Uj
with largest value of distance from the POI dj, and another node Uk with
lowest value of speed vk among all U ε Fg. Either of these two will take
the longest time to be able to communicate with the AP. The time taken by
the two users to be able to communicate with the AP will be tj=
dj−250
vj
and
tk=
dk−250
vk
respectively. Thus,
tupper = tj, iftj < tk (6.2)
= tk, iftk < tj (6.3)
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The number of hops involved in this is just 1, since the node with the
update sends the update to all group members. Also, here we ignore , the
delay in sending a message from one mobile to another, since Forwarding
T ime >> .
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CHAPTER 7
MIDDLEWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In this chapter, we describe the implementation of the Android middleware,
GCProtocolSuite that includes SIUP, LRUP and SBUP. The middleware was
built in Java for the Android 2.2 platform and all network communications
happen over TCP sockets. In Section 8.1, we explain the interface that the
middleware exposes to be used by applications and some general requirements
and design decisions. In Sections 8.2 through 8.4, we explain important
implementation details specific to the three protocols SIUP, LRUP and SBUP
respectively.
7.1 Interface
The GCProtocolSuite represents a consolidated middleware that implements
SIUP, LRUP and SBUP. The middleware exposes certain interfaces to the
outside world, which can be used by applications to initiate, set the correct
protocol to be used, send and receive short update messages etc. The data
payloads of the messages are to be supplied by the application. In addition,
the application also informs the middleware of the users of the group. The
following discussion assumes that the reader is conversant with Java and
Android Platforms. The interfaces that the suite exposes are:
1. public GCProtocolSuite(ArrayList<String> ipAddresses,
ArrayList< Integer> portNums mode,Object appCallClass )
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This is the constructor that initiates the protocol suite. The arguments
are:
(a) ipAddresses: This represents the list of IP Addresses of all mem-
bers of the group(including the current node). It is assumed that
all nodes will receive the nodes ordered in the same manner in the
list.
(b) portNums: This represents the list of port numbers of all the
nodes at which they listen for incoming connection(used to receive
messages and are enlisted in the same order as the IP Address list).
(c) mode: This enables the correct protocol suite to be followed.
Mode can assume the following values
0 - The node follows SIUP
1 - The node follows LRUP
2 - The node follows SBUP
Any other value passed will set mode to -1, and GCProtocolSuite
will misbehave.
(d) appCallClass: This is a reference to the Application class that
initiated GCProtocolSuite. This reference is used to deliver a
received message to the Application.
2. public int setMode(int mode)
This function changes the current working mode of a node. The correct
values for mode is 0, 1 or 2, as explained above. The function returns
1 on success and 0 on failure.
3. public int sendMessage(String M)
This function informs the middleware that the application is send-
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ing out an update message M. The implementation of the function
is protocol-specific and is descibed in their respective sections.
4. public int setSCG(HahsMap<String,
<HashMap<Integer,Integer>,Double>> SCG)
This sets the SCG for LRUP. The representation of SCG is described
in Section 8.3.
Additonal Requirement - int receiveMessage(String message)
This function should be implemented by the Application Class initiating
the ProtocolSuite. This message is called from GCProtocolSuite in order to
deliver a received message to the application.
7.2 SIUP
For SIUP, the following are some important implementation decisions:
1. The first ipAddress to appear on this list is treated as the Leader. It is
assumed that the application that created the ipAddress list puts the
creator of the event in the front of the list.
2. A thread listens for any incoming connections on the given port from
the leader. On receiving a message, GCProtocolSuite unmarshalls the
consolidated message, prepares separate application level messages from
the consolidated messages and sends them to the application layer
(using the reference that the user passes while initiating the proto-
col suite). For example, if the leader sends 5 updates consolidated into
one message, the receive process frames 5 update messages and initiates
receipt of 5 application layer messages.
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3. The sendMessage function spawns a new thread everytime it is called
from the application layer. The thread prepares the message and sends
it out to the leader.
4. The leader maintains a thread that awakens every 10 seconds which we
consider as the epoch period δ. The leader collects all updates received
during every epoch period into a consolidated message and sends it
to all other users in the IP Address list passed from the application
layer. A separate thread is responsible for this. The format of the
consolidated message that the leader sends to the other members of
the group is shown in Figure 7.1. The Header consists of book-keeping
information, and the rest of the message consists of user identities who
sent the messages and the messages themselves.
Figure 7.1: Consolidated Message Format
7.3 LRUP
The following are the important implementation issues related to LRUP:
1. SCG Implementation
The SCG for each user Ui: SCGPUi is implemented as a multilevel
HashMap for fast lookup. The first HashMap hashes a user Uj’s IP
Addresses to Uj’s schedule. The schedule is again implemented as a
second HashMap, which given a day and a time slot during the day,
returns a Double value D. D represents the probability that users Ui
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Table 7.1: Day Representation
Representation Day
0 Monday
1 Tuesday
2 Wednesday
3 Thursday
4 Friday
5 Saturday
6 Sunday
Table 7.2: Time Slot Representation
Representation TimeSlot
0 8 A.M. to 9 A.M..
1 9 A.M. to 10 A.M.
2 10 A.M. to 11 A.M.
3 11 A.M. to 12 P.M.
4 12P.M. to 1 P.M.
5 1P.M. to 2 P.M.
6 2 P.M. to 3 P.M.
6 3 P.M. to 4 P.M.
6 4P.M. to 5 P.M.
6 5 P.M. to 6 P.M.
6 6 P.M. to 7 P.M.
6 7 P.M. to 8 P.M.
6 8 P.M. to 8 A.M.(of following day)
and Uj meet during the given day and time slot. Figure 7.2 depicts
and SCG implementation for Uk, where, the probability that users with
IP Addresses IPAddress1 and IPAddressk meet during the Day 0 and
Time Slot 0 is 25% . The day and time slot representation are shown
in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. The SCG was implemented this way
in order to improve storage and look-up efficiency.
2. The protocol maintains a HashMap called Message Map of received
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Figure 7.2: SCG Implementation
messages mapped to their corresponding UR Vectors (implemented as
an ArrayList of Booleans). When the application layer adds a new
message to be sent, the message is added to the Message Map. From
the SCG, the node finds out all the members that is predicted for the
current node to meet. Every hour, a thread wakes up, and iterates over
the HashMap and does the following for each entry into the Message
Map:
(a) It iterates over the UR Vector to find out which members have
not received the message yet.
(b) If any of the users who have not received the message are present
in the prediction list, the current user tries resending the message
to the user, along with the UR Vector.
(c) If the current user can connect to the user, it updates the UR
Vector. Updating also involves discarding the message, once all
entries in the UR Vector becomes true, that is, all members of the
group have received the message. In case it cannot connect to the
user, the current node moves on to the next user or the next entry
in the Message Map.
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We chose to awaken the thread every hour because we chose hourly
time slots.
3. On receiving a new update, the current user delivers the message to
the application. In addition, it checks the UR Vector, and if all entries
in the UR Vector are not true (that is, all members of the group have
not received the message), it adds the update to its Message Map.
7.4 SBUP
The following are the important implementation issues related to SBUP:
1. On receiving a message, the Protocol simply reports the received mes-
sage to the application layer. A separate thread of execution listens to
incoming connections as indicated during the initiation of the protocol.
2. Every time a new message needs to be sent out, a new thread is
spawned. The new thread will first sense how many users are reach-
able in order to calculate the constant values of (6.2). Once it does so,
it starts sending out the message as and when (6.1) is satisfied. The
thread re-calculates the new predicted group size every 5 seconds, and
decides whether it should send out the message again.
3. For constant calculation, we neglect c in the calculation since it appears
on both sides of (6.1) and is cancelled out. However, this does introduce
some error into the calculated a and λ values.
We assume the time at which the suite receives the message from the
application is t = 0. and the group size is 1, since the node hosting the
application counts as one group member. Thus, substituting t = 0, and
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g(t) = 1 in (6.2),we get a = 1. Let, at a future time t′, the user sense k
>1 group members, then we calculate λ using the following Equation:
λ =
1
t
ln(
k
a
) (7.1)
7.5 Other Design Decisions
Some more important implementation decisions were:
1. At several occasions, we needed to find out whether we can reach a
member, and if so, relay a message to him. Although, we could have
implemented a separate polling protocol for the same, this was not nec-
essary in the Java TCP Socket implementation. This is because if a
message is not successfully sent to a member while using the java.net li-
brary (due to reasons of non-connectivity etc.), an Exception is thrown.
All the necessary actions required to handle the failure can then be eas-
ily taken care of in the Exception handling code.
2. Whenever sending of a message may have involved the user to wait
for all users to become available, we spawn a new thread to handle
the sending. This is to increase efficiency instead of queuing up all
messages while waiting for one message to be sent. This could only
become a bottleneck if either the number of users or the number of
updates being sent is very high, but our protocol assumes that a group
is of restricted size and update frequency is low.
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CHAPTER 8
EVALUATION
Due to the diverse nature of the protocols presented, we evaluate the three
protocols in different ways to demonstrate their effectiveness. All experiments
are conducted using the wireless infrastructure set up in the Department of
Computer Science at the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign. The
next few sections deals with the specifics of the evaluation settings and the
results.
8.1 SIUP
For SIUP, we set up the following scenario with 5 mobile Android based
phones that can send messages to each other via infrastructure wireless. Out
of all the mobile nodes, one node acts as the leader and the rest send updates
of size 100B to the leader at the rate of 1 update per second. The leader
then sends back a consolidated message to all the group members per epoch
of 10 sec. We plot the effect of increasing the number of group members in
Figure 8.1. The X-axis represents the number of group members (minus
the leader) and the Y axis represents the Forwarding Time of an update in
milliseconds, that is , the time taken for a message from one user to be sent
to the leader and back to all other members of the group. The Forwarding
Time only slightly increases with the increasing number of members. Note
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that the Forwarding Time includes the epoch period. For example, if a node
sends a message M at time t=6 secs into the experiment, the leader sends
the consolidated update M’ at t=10 secs, and the member to receive M’ last
receives it at t=13 secs. the Forwarding time of M is 13-6=7 secs.
The Forwarding time increases with increasing number of peers, since
Figure 8.1: SIUP Performance: Increasing Number of Members
TCP does not support multicast and the leader has to serially send the
consolidated update to all users one by one. This time increases as the
number of users increase.
We also plot the effect of varying the message size from 100B to 500B in
the same scenario as described above in Figure 8.2. We restrict ourselves
to short messages here. The graph shows the Forwarding time averaged over
20 runs, and shows only a slight increase as the message size increases. With
an increase in size, it takes longer to send a message M1 than M2 if length of
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M1 > length of M2.
Figure 8.2: SIUP Performance: Increasing Message Payload
8.2 LRUP
For the regularity protocol, we implement an Android based middleware.
However, to measure its effectiveness, we use a Java based simulator. The
contact graph for the purpose is built using a survey of 10 members (grad-
uate students whom we name A to J).We consider that these 10 members
constitute a group. The survey answered details of the schedule followed by
the members. We considered their schedule during weekdays (Monday to
Friday) and divided each day into 24 time slots of 1 hour period each (as
indicated in Tables 8.1 and 8.2). We extracted 9 locations where the mem-
bers or a subset of them regularly meet. We then derived the Social Contact
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Graph Per User(SCGPU) of each user. Figure 8.3 presents the SCGPU of
the user H. The days and times mentioned on the arrows represent the times
during which two members are in contact. For example, H and A will be at
the same location from Mondays to Fridays from 1:00 p.m. to 3 p.m., and
Tuesdays from 12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. with high probability. The threshold
used was 20%.
The SCGPUs indicate whether two users will be at the same location at
Figure 8.3: LRUP vs NAP
any give time, and hence will be able to communicate with each other.
We compare our protocol against a Non-Adaptive Protocol (NAP). NAP
works as follows: A user Ui ε Fg with an update M
g
i keeps polling for avail-
able members of the group Fg . When a member Uj responds to the poll
from Ui, Ui sends M
g
i to Uj. Thus, the user Ui alone is responsible for dis-
seminating update to all the members of the group. In addition, Ui does not
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have knowledge of the schedules of the rest of the members of the group.
Thus this approach wastes a lot of computing and network resources.
Figure 8.4: LRUP vs NAP
We measure the average amount of time taken in hours for a message to
be delivered to each member of the group, if the group is following LRUP.
We also calculate the number of hours required for the message to reach the
entire group if the group follows NAP. For both LRUP and NAP, we calculate
per Ui, the average time taken for all messages to be delivered to the entire
group, considering a message being sent out from Ui at every time slot of the
five week days. Figure 8.4 depicts the plot. As shown in the plot, almost in
all cases, our protocol ensures faster delivery of messages. However, because
of the schedule followed by user H, we see that the average Forwarding time
is same for messages originating from H, in both the protocols. In addition
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to this, our protocol has the advantage that ensures that a user with an
update does not continuously use its resources to determine if any other user
of the group is accessible.
8.3 SBUP
We evaluate SBUP against a Non-Predictive Protocol(NPP), which works
as follows. When a user Ui has an update Mi, it keeps polling for available
members of the group. When a member Uj responds to the poll from Ui,
Ui sends Mi to Uj. Thus, Ui does not use any group size prediction to
optimize its resources. NPP represents the minimal time in which Mi can
be sent to all the members of the group. However, NPP leads to a lot of
wastage of networking and computing resources, since Ui continuously polls
for reachable members of the group. Comparing SBUP against NPP helps
depict that with minimal resource usage, how close we can get to the ideal
case.
In order to evaluate SBUP, we carry out the following experiment with 6
phones. We assume that the 6 phones form a friends’ group Fg. We designate
one mobile phone (Ui) as a node with an update M
g
i that it needs to send out
to the rest of the members of the group . We then experiment with different
values of α ranging from 1 to 5. For each α value, we make a phone reachable
to Ui every 5 secs, 10 secs, 15 secs, 20 secs and 25 secs, and note the amount
of time M gi takes to reach the entire group. For NPP, the calculations are
straightforwards. Table 9.1 shows the ideal value for each case. For example,
for the first case (where we introduce 1 node per 5 secs), considering the time
t at which Ui had the update as 0, and nodes injected at 5s, 10s, 15s, 20s and
25s, the total time for M gi to reach the entire group Fg, in 25s. We plot the
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Table 8.1: NPP: Total Time Taken
Node Injection Rate Time
1 node/5s 25s.
1 node/10s 50s
1 node/15s 75s
1 node/20s 100s
1 node/25s 125s
graphs for each case as follows (Figure 8.5 - 8.9): the X-axis represents the
α value. The Y axis represents the difference in time in sending a message
to all members of the group between SBUP and NPP.
As the graph shows, SBUP’s Forwarding time is a few seconds more than
NPP, with the added benefit that the user with the update does not have
to expend a lot of its energy on continuously polling for available users. In
addition, due to reduced network activity, the number of messages being sent
around is also less in SBUP.
We also notice that there is a trend for the difference in the Forwarding
times to increase with increasing value of α. This is because we were working
with only 6 phones, and is is difficult to recreate an exponential increase in
group size. As such, higher values of α resulted in (6.1) being not valid in
most cases, hindering resending of messages.
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Figure 8.5: Nodes injected
per 5s
Figure 8.6: Nodes injected
per 10s
Figure 8.7: Nodes injected
per 15s
Figure 8.8: Nodes injected
per 20s
Figure 8.9: Nodes injected
per 25s
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CHAPTER 9
RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we present other work related to the same topics as we have
researched here. Since the Group Formation Patterns that we have presented
here are finely linked with mobility models used to model mobile nodes, we
present some common mobility models in Section 10.1 and point out how
they are different from our work. In Section 10.2, we present related work
on group communication and data dissemination protocols. Then, in Section
10.3 we present the issue of Social Routing since our protocol LRUP heavily
borrows ideas from such work.
9.1 Mobility Models
Many Mobility Models have been proposed in literature [9]. Entity Mobility
Models take model individual mobile node behavior. For example, in the
Random Walk Mobility Model [15], a mobile node moves from one location
to another by randomly choosing a new speed and direction. The Random
Waypoint Model [16] stays at a location for some time, called the pause time,
before changing speed and direction. However, in our work, we are not in-
terested in the behavior of a single node, but of a group of mobile nodes as
a whole.
Group Mobility Models also exist which model the mobility pattern of a group
of mobile nodes. The most general of the models belonging to this category is
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the Reference Point Group Mobility Model (RPGM) [17], in which a group as
a whole has a group motion vector that dictates the general movement of the
group. In addition, every member also undergoes randome motion around a
pre-defined reference point. Most other Group Mobility Models, such as, Col-
umn Mobility Model, Pursue Mobility Model and Nomadic Mobility Model
[18] are specific cases of RPGM. However, in our work, we identify the com-
monly observed group formation patterns in university campuses and other
physically distributed wide area communities. We are concerned about how
individual nodes come together to form groups based on common interests
and not on the mobility pattern that these groups follow.
9.2 Group Communication and Data Dissemination in
Mobile Wireless Networks
Common data dissemination strategies in mobile group communication are
multicasting, broadcasting and geocasting [19]. Multicasting involves dis-
semination of data to specific nodes in the network, whereas, broadcasting
involves content dissemination to all nodes in the network. In case of geo-
casting, group membership is defined by the geographical co-ordinates of
the mobile node, and messages are delivered to all mobile nodes belonging
to a specific geographical location. However, in our work, although group
members are present in the same location when updates are being dissemi-
nated, the group formation patterns are completely interest-based and pre-
determined. Interest-based information exchange for mobile nodes that can
communicate in an ad hoc maaner has also been proposed in [20], however,
we do not consider group formation on a fly in an ad hoc manner in our
work. Our concentration is on how pre-defined groups gather together dur-
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ing scheduled meeting times.
Update messages are common in transaction systems. Mobile transaction
systems are an established research field [21]. [22] presents relaxed ACID
properties. However, these do not exploit the grouping patterns that users
exhibit.
Middleware for mobile group formation and management is also common.
XMiddle [23] is a middleware for update based applications such as those
considered by this paper. [13] presents a middleware model for easier im-
plementation of distributed protocols in dynamic networks. JXTA [24] and
Proem [25] represent some other mature middleware for various P2P appli-
cations and protocols. However, unlike these middleware, the middleware
that we implement specifically target group applications where group forma-
tion is pre-determines, encouraged by common interests and the data to be
disseminated are short update messages.
9.3 Social Routing
Social graphs and routing based on social contacts is an emergent research
topic [26], [27]. COMFA [28], PROPHET [29] and BUBBLE Rap [30] are
some routing protocols based on social contacts. However, we do not want
a broadcast to all routing strategy here. On the other hand, we want data
to be disseminated to a small subset of the users, which form one group.
We demonstrate here how social contact graphs can be used to reduce the
effective time that a collaborative work would take by exploiting the pre-
known contact patterns of a community. Since movements on campuses
are more predictable than those in large cities, and we advocate sharing of
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calendars between users of a group who trust each other, the accuracy of our
model will be higher. In addition, unlike the present social routing protocols,
LRUP sits in the middleware layer. In fact, one of the social routing protocols
could be used as a routing protocol in the underlying layers while using our
middleware too.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
10.1 Contributions and Lessons Learned
Motivated by the fact that group formation is common in university cam-
puses, we explored the common patterns in which people tend to collaborate
on campuses in this work. We have presented three group formation patterns
that we observe in our university campus. The regularity pattern has already
been confirmed in [11] and [14]. In addition, we have presented three pro-
tocols for small sized data dissemination among nodes forming groups that
follow the given patterns, namely, SIUP, LRUP and SBUP. We have also
implemented the protocols in Android and carried out various small scale
experiments on Android mobile phones to prove that the protocols work well
in real-life scenarios and are light on resources. However, large scale exper-
iments need to be performed to confirm the effectiveness of the protocols.
Some lessons learnt were:
1. Wireless networks are very eccentric. The round-trip delay of a message
varies widely from time to time. During business hours, when many
people access and use the wireless infrastructure at the Department of
Computer Science at UIUC, we found the round-trip delay and network
latencies were higher, than during the evening or weekends.
2. It is difficult to recreate some of the group formation models and the
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problems that arise in real-life using a few mobile phones.
10.2 Future Work
A lot of future work remains in this space too. These can be enlisted as:
1. Work needs to be done in collecting people’s movement’s traces in a
community space such as a university, and analyzing these traces for
the presence of other common group formation patterns. Either new
protocols or modified versions of the protocols presented in this work
then needs to be researched and verified for update dissemination in
group applications under there new group formation patterns.
2. We do not guarantee that the order of delivery of the update messages
will be same across all users belonging to one Friends’ Group. However,
there may be group applications with stringent or flexible requirements
regarding the order of delivery of messages. For all the three protocols
SIUP, SBUP and LRUP, one needs to research possible mechanisms to
guarantee such ordering.
3. We do not guarantee delivery of messages to all users belonging to a
Friends’ Group. Some kind of synchronization mechanism needs to be
introduced to make sure that a user is notified of significant changes in
data as and when it can connect to other users of the group.
4. Although we present three separate protocols for the three group for-
mation patterns, one Friends’ Group may follow all the three group
formation patterns. For example, subsets of the members of a Friends’
Group may meet regularly over the period of a week (Location-Regular
Group Formation Model), but the entire group may also often meet
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at a defined space or a POI (Static Interest-based Group Formation
Model), for which they gather towards the POI from different parts
of the campus (Schelling’s Behavior-based Group Formation). In our
middleware GCProtocolSuite, we rely on external signals from the ap-
plication layer to change from one protocol to another. However, for
a completely independent and self-adaptive middleware service, one
needs to research how, with the help of external sensors, one can define
tipping points, when the middleware changes from using protocol for
one group formation pattern to another.
Nonetheless, since Wi-Fi enabled mobile phones are exploding in number, and
group communication is a fundamental requirement for any concerted work,
we believe that our middleware will be very useful in creating applications
that involve collaborative tasks.
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